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WEATHER AND HEALTH. By Helmut E. Landsberg. New York, Double-
day-Anchor, 1969. 148 pp. $4.95 ($1.25, paperback).
The sun, smog, city, clouds, star, lightning, rainbow, rain, grass, night,
and man's brain, heart, lung, stomach and bowel intriguingly introduce
the subject of this brief work in a cover design by Bruderer.
The book, aimed at the late high school, early college student or adult
layman, attempts to relate two of man's most universal concerns. Unfor-
tunately, after stimulating the imagination about the often discussed but
little investigated relation between weather and health, the book gives little
concrete information relating the two.
The first third of the text deals with basic meteorology and serves to
sharpen the layman's definitions and notions. The second third moves
closer to the titled subject, focusing upon man in relation to his environ-
ment. After a summary of man's evolution in meeting and controlling his
environment, the physiological and psychological effects of big city life
center a brief look at modern human ecology. The final third deals directly
with the relation of weather to health. Little is learned, but, as one gleans
from the book, little is known. The discussion is, however, solidly based
and often aided by quickly understood Figures from research studies.
Thus the book will, for the young student, stimulate the imagination
about the poorly understood relation between health and weather, and, for
the layman, sharpen fuzzy meteorologic notions. The text, well written and
well edited with only a few exceptions, reads rapidly and smoothly, par-
ticularly for basic, introductory material. The author handles well a topic
demanding attention currently, or so it seems in New Haven where atmos-
pheric conditions continuously bring to mind the relation of "weather" and
health.
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